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Antoni Arola design for Simon

Loop is a contemporary interpretation 
of OLED technology. It inspires the 
creation of spaces using shapes and 
light, either as a single luminaire or in a 
group. Loop gives any space a unique 
character, transforming the concept of 
indoor lighting and offering great creative 
freedom.
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The new OLED technology allows for 
elegant design with minimal thickness. 
Loop is an excellent solution for 
decorating and illuminating hotels, 
residential and corporate spaces, as well 
as for formal and artistic installations, 
thanks to its versatile composition.ORGANIC LIGHT
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VISUAL COMFORT

Loop provides soft, diffuse light with great 
visual comfort that contrasts with shadows. 
Loop creates lighting effects on the wall and 
can be rotated in any direction to produce 
multiple visual combinations.
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Loop is versatile. The 360° orientation allows 
the light to be directed in different directions, 
increasing the  configuration possibilities. 
Depending on the desired environment, 
Loop can illuminate specific areas uniformly 
and regularly, or can be distributed in groups 
across the surface of a space, where the 
balance between the light and the appearance 
give the space a creative value.360° ORIENTATION
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COMPOSITIONS
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Loop offers many possibilities for lighting 
direction and finishes. 
Designer Antoni Arola proposes 
decorative groupings that allow walls to be 
illuminated, creating a visual play of light 
and shadow.
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Loop is a scalable concept that can be used alone or spread along a wall 
for more complex and nuanced compositions. With finishes in black and white, 
it offers two ways of interpreting the contrast created on the vertical plane. 

Black White

Finishes:

PRODUCT COLLECTION
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The new patented X-Less installation 
system allows the luminaire’s seamless 
integration into the wall, ensuring 
excellent lighting quality and avoiding any 
surface imperfections. It’s ideal for the 
most demanding interior design projects.

X-Less system. See page 208

INTEGRATED 
IN SPACE
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